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Hepworth Barbara 'Involute II', Dame Barbara Hepworth Tate Barbara Hepworth - Ayrshire Arts Network Barbara Hepworth: Queen of the stone age Art and design The . Barbara Hepworth, the inspiration behind the Hepworth Wakefield gallery was . of the block, which coincided with experiments in collage, photograms and prints. Domestic demands and lack of space restricted Hepworth to small sculpture and Her experience of the Cornis landscape was acknowledged in the choice of Print window - British Council Barbara Hepworth: Sculpture and Drawings, The Lefevre Gallery, London, . Barbara Hepworth: A selection of small bronzes and prints, organized by The . Barbara Hepworth: Sculpture for a Modern World 3rd Dimension . Hepworth 2. Top This Scottish Arts Council exhibition, Barbara Hepworth: A Selection Of Small Bronzes and Prints, travelled to Scottish College of Textiles, Barbara Hepworth: a selection of small bronzes and prints - Barbara. 2 May 2011 . After dominating early 20th-century sculpture, Barbara Hepworth fell out crafted object was fading, leaving this veteran artist adrift in St Ives.
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Hepworth Barbara Barbara Hepworth - English Sculptor Born in Wakefield 1940, Sculpture with Colour (Deep Blue and Red), mixed. 1943, Oval bronze. 1971, The Aegean Suite, series of prints. Barbara Hepworth. Sculpture for a Modern World - Wall Street Galashiels, Scottish College of Textiles (and travelling throughout Scotland), Barbara Hepworth: a selection of small bronzes and prints. April 1978 – March . Barbara Hepworth: a brief look into the artist's life as three shows . Summary. Title: Barbara Hepworth : a selection of small bronzes and prints. Author: Hepworth, Barbara, 1903-1975; Scottish Arts Council; Formats: Editions: 3 M. Gale and C. Stephens, Barbara Hepworth Works in the Tate Gallery Tour, Barbara Hepworth: A Selection Of Small Bronzes and Prints, April - May 1978, no. Barbara Hepworth : a selection of small bronzes and prints. Get this from a library! Barbara Hepworth : a selection of small bronzes and prints. [Barbara Hepworth; Scottish Arts Council.] New York, Gimpel-Weitzenhoffer Gallery, Barbara Hepworth, April - May 1969, cat. Barbara Hepworth: a Selection of Small Bronzes and Prints, 17th April - 5th. 'Six Forms (2 x 3)', Dame Barbara Hepworth: Catalogue entry Tate 19 Jun 2015 . As far as Hepworth was concerned, she was an artist first and the rest followed. Among them was a picture of “Pierced Form”, a small sculpture in pink alabaster, which. Then she would select images from a contact sheet. Barbara Hepworth - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 29 Sep 2015 . For an artist with collections in numerous British museums and galleries, added in particular a selection of exotic hard woods, which she used from 1929 onwards. Barbara Hepworth, Large and Small Form, 1934, white ?Barbara Hepworth's amazing life and work revealed Daily Mail Online 13 Jun 2015 . Entitled Barbara Hepworth: Sculpture For A Modern World. The witch of St Ives: She is our greatest ever female artist but did Barbara Hepworth REALLY . 'St Ives is a very small place and she ran the whole thing with a Barbara Hepworth : a selection of small bronzes and prints. - WorldCat Recent Works by Barbara Hepworth, Gimpel Fils, June 1958 (3y) . Barbara Hepworth: A Selection of Small Bronzes and Prints, Scottish Arts Council tour, Sotheby's 27 Jun 2015 . Barbara Hepworth won fame – and then she disappeared into silence. of her studio – reminded the public of the range and quality of her work. with the plaster sculptures of Austrian artist Franz West was revelatory: a balance and tension of the large and small form making an interior organic whole . Barbara Hepworth : a selection of small bronzes and prints Three Standing Forms by Barbara Hepworth (1903-75), 1964 (black marble). Select. CH652271. Bronze form (Patmos), 1962-1963 (bronze with brown patina) .. Small Sun (polished bronze with string) (see also 165666 and 165667) board), Spens, Peter (Contemporary Artist) / Private Collection / Bridgeman Images. Dame Barbara Hepworth (1903-1975) Six Forms (2 x 3) 20th . ?The Barbara Hepworth Museum and Sculpture Garden, St Ives . The two exterior studios, used for carving and working in plaster for bronze, were . A selection of stone carving tools was placed just inside the door for visibility. The small solid multi-part geometrical plaster in the Plaster Studio were works in progress. The Barbara Hepworth Museum and Sculpture Garden offers an absorbing insight . Displays include sculptures in bronze, stone and wood, along with paintings, Bridge and a fascinating selection of her smaller works including Sculpture Catalog Record; Barbara Hepworth : a pictorial autobiography . Inscribed on top face of base 'Barbara Hepworth 1968 7/9’ left hand rear corner and . Barbara Hepworth: A Selection Of Small Bronzes and Prints, Scottish Arts Assets with barbara hepworth - Bridgeman Images - art images . Barbara Hepworth : a selection of small bronzes and prints. Main Author: Hepworth, Barbara, Dame, 1903-1975 Locate a Print Version: Find in a library Barbara Hepworth and photography - FT.com Search results. Print. Barcode, Title, Authors, Class no, Class Modern Barbara Hepworth show at the Tate seeks postmodern . Barbara Hepworth (1903-75) was a leading figure of the international . The selection reveals how her work related to a wider culture of wood and stone and Large and Small Form, 1934 (alabaster) will be shown with paintings, prints and Barbara Hepworth: A Selection Of Small Bronzes and Prints, Scottish Arts Council exhibition, Barbara Hepworth: A Selection Of Small Bronzes and Prints, travelled to Scottish College of Textiles, Barbara Hepworth: a selection of small bronzes and prints - Barbara.
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